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Introduction
Oh yeah!  Watching a phat juicy ass shake in front of your face will make your mouth water and your
cock stiff.  If there's one thing that can bring the manliest man to his knees, it's a round heart-shaped
badonkadonk that he can't wait to lick.  Big Ass Busters love nothing more than splitting apart and
slapping a firm female ass while impaling it from behind!

Adult Review
To be one of the Big Ass Busters you need to enjoy sluts that have a little extra padding on their rumps.  There's nothing
wrong with being able to squeeze some meat between your palms while you're tapping it, and the THWACK THWACK
THWACK your balls make as they slap against it will be a horny symphony to your ears, and make you want to lean in for a
sexy lick.
  
  Once inside the members area you'll realize that Big Ass Busters has a whole lot more porn to offer than just thick butts. 
This is a mega DVD archive that currently has over 1000 full length XXX DVDs in its hardcore catalog that spans loads of
different sexy categories.  So fans of anal sex, face fucking, group sex, lesbians, and more will all find something to help
keep their libidos occupied.
  
  To take advantage of everything that Big Ass Busters has to offer, you need to sign up as a platinum level member.  The
short term inexpensive memberships that are offered will not allow you to access the entire catalog of filth that this massive
DVD archive offers, but the good news is that the platinum level doesn't cost a whole lot more.  To see all of the other
sub-categories of nasty niches you can access, check out the full list of Included Sites that appears next to this review.
  
  Each DVD has been split into its individual hardcore scenes, and you can stream or download them in WMV format in up to
640 x 480 resolution.  No DRM is used so make sure you keep everything that you like.  And there's a really cool preview
feature that the Big Ass Busters developed to make it possible for you to only download the exact parts of each scene that
will get you off the quickest. Make sure you taste it! 
  
  The only downside to this otherwise good porn site is that it's no longer updating with new DVDs, and it might take most
new members a while to realize it.  There's a clock on the main members page that is used to count down the hours until a
brand new porn DVD is added, but every time you log in you'll notice that it resets itself to 24 hours, and the total DVD count
hasn't changed over the last few weeks.  But since the archive is so large, this smut site is worth a look, if only just for a
month.

Porn Summary
Let's all get together and sing the praises for thick assed chicks of all colors and races.  The Big Ass Busters have a
well-deserved lust affair with plump round booties everywhere!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'A huge dvd archive that offers a lot of porn at a cheap price but without updates'
Quality: 86  Updates: 50 Exclusive: 78 Interface: 85
Support: 78 Unique: 75    Taste: 80        Final: 75
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Video & Picture: Never Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 4,192
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